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June Coffee Morning - A Korean Affair
Afticle by Helen Smale &
Carol Tsang
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IWA has many Korean members and it
was so kind of them to share their food and
culture with us on Tuesday 5th June ZOIZ.

Our coffee morning was held at the
Korean Family Restaurant in Taman Pelangi
and we were treated to an array of delicious
traditional Korean dishes.
They included :
-Fresh Kimchi which is not usually served in the restaurants,
-Our second dish was Bim Bim Bap, the Korean Stone rice which is cooked in stone pot.
-The third dish was Korean rice cake called Tteokbokki, It is a braised dish with meat
and vegetables in sauce and other ingredients,
-The foutth one was Korean pancake called Pajeon. It is made of wheat flour, rice flour,
€99s, spring onions and other ingredients.
-The fifth was Bulgogi, Korean Barbecued meat, which literary means "fire meat', in
Korean.

Lisa Lee was dressed in her beautiful Korean
National Costume it was quite lovely and she
explained that it was made of pure silk and that most
girls are given this costume by their parents when
"they come of age". It is usually worn at official
functions and traditional gatherings.

Lisa showed us how

to use the chopsticks

Carol Tsang, our Vice-President gave a welcome speech and introduction
for the Korean dishes of the day. Following that, Lisa Lee gave a talk on the Do's
and Don'ts in Korean dining etiquette. Lisa said their customs are very similar to
that of the Chinese and Japanese, in that it was courteous to wait for the elders
to start the meal before the younger generation could eat. Unlike other cultures
where people talk over a meal, she said that Koreans traditionally dine with
minimal talk and any talking was reseryed until after the meal.
While the Chinese way is to lift
the bowl to their faces, the Koreans
consider
bad manners and
traditionally eat with the bowl on the

it

table.

She also advised that

chopsticks should be laid on the table
when not in use and should not be
stuck in the bowl because it was the
practice for funerals!

Kim Sun A the owner of the restaurant gave
a demonstration of the making of Pageon or
kimchi pancake.

The event was most enjoyable and we thank our Korean friends - especially Lisa
Lee and Shin Mi Yeun- for making our June coffee morning so memorable.

